MADE ENTIRELY OUT OF NATURE’S ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
FIBER, MERINO WOOL’S NATURAL BENEFITS COME INTO THEIR
OWN IN THE WORLD-FIRST WOOLAROO.
Australian Merino wool is a 100% natural, renewable and biodegradable source grown on
the simple blend of sunshine, water, grass and air. For the lifestyle of the nomadic surfer
that the Outerknown brand was created for, the innovative product truly is from nature,
for nature.
The brainchild of surf legend Kelly Slater and designer John Moore, Outerknown has worked
with The Woolmark Company to develop the world’s first trunk made from 100% Merino
wool, and certified by the global authority on wool.
Using the latest OptimTM spinning techniques, Merino wool fibers are pre-stretched and spun
into yarn before being woven to create the fabric used in Outerknown’s Woolaroo. The fabric
then super contracts creating a highly compact fabric and the ‘jammed’ weave structure
delivers a resilient handle able to withstand surf conditions.

100% NATURAL
Wool is 100% natural, grown
year-round by Australia’s
71 million sheep, consuming
a simple blend of water, air,
sunshine and grass.

100% BIODEGRADABLE
When a wool fiber is disposed
of, it will naturally decompose
in soil in a matter of years,
slowly releasing valuable
nutrients back into the earth.

100% RENEWABLE
Every year Australian sheep
produce a new fleece,
making wool a completely
renewable fiber.

NATURALLY DURABLE
Crisp and resilient handle makes the
Merino wool fabric an ideal alternative
to fabrics made from synthetic fibers,
and enhanced wrinkle resistance leads
to improved wearability.

QUICK DRY
Due to Australian Merino wool’s
natural performance properties
and the latest OptimTM spinning
technologies, the Woolaroo dries
quickly and is wind-resistant.

SOFT ON SKIN
Merino wool fibers are
extremely fine, enabling
them to bend far more than
traditional, coarser wool
fibers. This makes Merino
wool feel soft and luxuriously
gentle next to your skin.

UV RESISTANT
Merino wool clothing provides
good protection from the sun,
compared with the protection
from other fibers.

MACHINE WASHABLE
“Jammed” weave structure
allows for machine
washability and easy care.

DRAPE
Loved by designers across the
world, Merino wool’s natural drape
means that clothes effortlessly
follow the form of the body.
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